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ACOUSMACHINES : Echonomitron - AcousModules

bottom / top = front / distant spatial image parameters : - Width = stereo widness simulation. - Size = room reverb time. - Damp = high frequencies absorption. 
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ACOUSMACHINES : (fast help)



Echonomitron choose between the three time curves : Linear, Logarithmic and Exponential (the yellow line)



MegaPan : moves the sixteen delays at once, click on the button at the top to reset its position activation / view of the sixteen delays



automatically moves the MegaPan position : - 1st modulator = panorama - 2nd modulator = distance - below = speed - beneath = amplitude



delay times, from 0 (left) to 5 seconds (right), when the Master Time slider is at center position spatial position of the sixteen delays : - left/right = panorama - bottom / top = front / distant global Time and Feedback values, click the little button above to reset the position at default value



sixteen feedback values, none at bottom and 90 % at top, when the Master Feedback slider is at center



spatial image parameters : - Width = stereo widness simulation - Size = room reverb time - Damp = high frequencies absorption



output level Time modulation parameters : Waveform, Rate, Amplitude, center position and Inertia



the delays and feedback Snapshots : click on the blue button to capture the current settings, and then use the Interpolator to recall and "morph" them, the snaphots can be edited (move the little bars)



current patch number



each note of the virtual keyboard or coming from a MIDI keyboard is associated with a patch number : simply press a key, edit the patch and play with them !



distance setting : the lower value means that each letter will be independant, the higher value that they will overlap



shows the pre-assigned MIDI controller numbers



inertia setting to allow smooth gestures, the update rate can do quantization effects the distance between each Snapshot letter and the red ring determines the values which are sent to the delays and feedbacks, it depends also on the distance and the curve settings
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ACOUSMACHINES : Polyfragmenteur - AcousModules 

click on the button at the top to reset its position min and max values for each target parameter fragments envelope : except for very slows trigger rates the Attack.
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ACOUSMACHINES : Elasticometre - AcousModules 

Speed slider : the play speed of the wave file, click on the button to reset to the ... bidirectionnal gesture controller : horizontal = Pitch / vertical = Size output level.
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1 - AcousModules 

per centage level of the speaker, ... Area : sets the intensity of the sound on each speaker, ... test signal, for easy setting of the area and curve parameters.
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264X - AcousModules 

Controller values may be different from what the GUI displays: move these ... of sounds within a loudspeakers space, but its settings and control modes are quite different, both more .... value and this setting before finding the best combination.
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864X - AcousModules 

Controller values may be different from what the GUI displays: move these .... the 32-bit Acousmodules, to respond directly to Control Change messages.
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Untitled - 7 - AcousModules 

Quantity and Speed of the chaotic movement. (both X and Y). Y Shape center position. Synchro. Follow graphical representation of he automation Curves.
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Untitled - 8 - AcousModules 

LFE cut off filter frequency (between 20 and 150 Hz) shows the speakers level values for left or the right input view / hide the speaker levels. Acousinodules -.
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AnimaSpat 5 Plus.doc - AcousModules 

center position of the X/Y movements. MIDI Controllers : ... depending on the X, Y, Mir values below. Speed ... Speed and Amplitude of the X axis movement.
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Untitled - 18 - AcousModules 

At max value, the sound is at full volume on every speaker (no movement). At min value, the intensity will fall to zero when at mid distance, show / hide the.
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Untitled - 10 - AcousModules 

you must select a different ID number for each of them. selects the zone to be edited/ note : all the zones can be activated at the same time. Acousmodues -.
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Untitled - 19 - AcousModules 

duration factor (coarse setting) duration of each grain (Y) and random variation of the duration (X). AcusModule: Dist. Size Facto 9 10. Size fy" Size Var. (. 01. 021.
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Untitled - 2 - AcousModules 

the same time, you must select a different ID number for each of them. selects the audio input mode : Mono (Lett input) or Stereo. X and Y offset position of the ...
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Untitled - 4 - AcousModules 

At min value, the intensity will fall to zero when at mid distance. LFE level (channel 4), not affected by the position of the sound separate level of the center level.
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Untitled - 20 - AcousModules 

selection of a wave file (16 bits only). (audio outputs) one press for recording ... horizontal movements control the speed, vertical movements control the cross ...
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SpatSurround 12 - AcousModules 

all the speakers, by adding or substrating its value to the separate ... this speaker for a shorter distance. ... test signal, for easy setting of the Area parameters.
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temporary help file - AcousModules 

the left and right audio level send to the audio outputs. Activation of the analysis for each input. Locker. When it is turned off, the Cinetic section can be used like ...
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Untitled - 5 - AcousModules 

settings of distance for the control of the speakers intensity, according to the distance between the speaker and the position of the five ... Auto Decode (for test).
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Untitled - 6 - AcousModules 

Record. /Pause. W record.wav. Multe Rec 16 first press (green) : records the seleted channels second press (red) : pauses the record since the file is not closed ...
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Untitled - 9 - AcousModules 

OO 12. SpatMixer. 030 OFF OFF OIC OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 120 OFF L. OFF 030 00 OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF D20 OFF R. 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 ...
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AcousModules : Tutorials .fr 

Sep 12, 2006 - ... alas only stereo. The multichannel setup is not hard, but requires patience because if you want to use several tracks you have to repeat the.
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Untitled - 2 - AcousModules 

If you use several SpatKeyboard 212 at the same time,. You must select a different ID number for each of them. selects the zone to be edited note : all the zones ...
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Untitled - 1 - AcousModules 

view / hide speakers 7-8. Time snapshots : click the blue button to capture the positions in the Time setting zone, feedback snapshots : click the blue button.
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Basic multichannel configuration and usage in ... - AcousModules 

We will now insert a SpatSurround 12 plugin and a Sequencer object. For inserting there is two methods : - drag the .dll file from any Windows folder and drop it ...
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Tutorial 2 : Basic multichannel configuration and ... - AcousModules 

Now add a "Device Mapping" for that sound card, which will make the link between your project and the card, you can name it "Bus 8 channels" (since this ...
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